A-dec 300
For the health of your practice

potential

Reach your
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Focus on your well-being

Everything working together

Looks are important

We’ve designed A-dec 300™ with your well-being in mind. At every
step of the design process, we ask ourselves, “What’s going to
make the doctor feel better at the end of the day?” That’s why
the A-dec 300 chair allows you to maintain a healthy posture
during procedures. That’s why the A-dec 300 delivery system
positions easily and your handpieces and ancillaries are all within
gentle reach. Experience what it feels like to work comfortably
when you choose A-dec 300.

The A-dec 300 delivery system plays well with technology. Compact in size, big
in seamless integration. Besides a syringe and handpieces, you can integrate
up to two accessories including intraoral camera, curing light or ultrasonic
instrument. Plus, the delivery system platform design allows you to add
future products. Take full advantage of integration with the A-dec 300 deluxe
touchpad. Control your equipment, handpieces, and integrated accessories
with a touch of a button.

When it comes to your dental operatory ask yourself, “Does my current
practice reflect my skill level?” Does it convey the message of a quality,
safe, and technology-saavy practice? The modern design of A-dec 300
is sure to make a favorable impression with patients and your staff. A
perfect blend of style and function.
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design

Experience essential

Get what you need
We’ve distilled the most essential features into one pure solution. Simple. Smart. Stylish.
A-dec 300 brings you exactly what you need with an added bonus–it’s from A-dec so you
know it’s built to last.

Better access
With A-dec 300 you get better access than with
any other product in its category. The thin, narrow back,
low base down position, and small, contoured baseplate
allow
you to get closer to your patient. You no longer need to lean in,
reducing strain and fatigue.

Robust design
Sometimes less equals more. That’s what you get with A-dec 300.
A robust design with fewer parts that does more. You have less to
maintain, less to replace, and less to clean. Yet, you get increased
comfort for you and your patient, plus ancillary integration for today
and the future.

Small footprint
A-dec 300 does everything you need and stays out of the way. Ideal if
you need to maximize space or if you simply want to create a clean, minimal
environment. Compact control head, integrated floor box, small baseplate, and a
dedicated left/right support center create one of the smallest dental equipment
systems available today.
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Achieve

balance
Create time for your priorities
If it took you less time to complete each procedure, what would you do with the extra time in your day?
Increase the number of procedures per day? Take more time to visit with patients? Or maybe you’d cut back
the hours you work each week to spend time with your family, pursue a hobby, or volunteer in your community.
No matter what your priority, A-dec 300 allows you to do more of what’s important to you.
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Headrests
The A-dec 300 chair features a
thin-line back with your choice of
double-articulating headrest or
patient-adjustable neck support.

3-position holder

options

Exercise your

Work your way

Continental

Standard touchpad

4-position holder
Thin-line back with double-articulating headrest

Choose what’s right for you. The modular design of the A-dec 300 system
allows you to choose the combination of options that best complements
how you work.

Traditional
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Thin-line back with patient-adjustable
neck support

Deluxe touchpad

Dual 2-position holder (international only)

Delivery systems

Touchpads

Assistant’s holders

Compact in size. Big in function. Both
the Traditional and Continental® control
heads can integrate a quad-volt intraoral
light source and two ancillaries.

The optional touchpads feature
intuitive, user-friendly icons. The
deluxe touchpad not only controls
the chair, cuspidor, and dental light,
it also controls ancillaries and electric
handpieces. Plus, it has endodontic
capabilities*.

Choose from 3- or 4-position holders either
cuspidor-mounted or on a telescoping
arm. The telescoping style allows you to
comfortably access vacuum instruments
if you are working without an assistant. An
assistant’s touchpad is also available.
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*Requires EA-51LT electric motor.

Dental lights

Monitor mount

Compatibility

Get horizontal and vertical rotation,
and two intensity settings with the
A-dec 300 light. Or, choose the
A-dec 500 light with a third axis of
rotation and three intensity settings.

The monitor mount positions easily
over the patient for convenient patient
consultation and education.

Looking to upgrade your operatory, but
keep your existing chair? The A-dec 300
support center and delivery system can
attach to your existing chair to easily
infuse integration into your operatory.

A-dec 300 light

A-dec 500 light

Cuspidor
The contemporary cuspidor design features a modern-style, removable glass
bowl. Attached to the support center, it
allows easy access for patients. Includes
timed cup fill and bowl rinse functions.

Shown: Decade chair with A-dec 300 support center and
A-dec 300 traditional delivery system.
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more

Expect

It’s from A-dec

You can rely on our equipment to work day after day, year after year. But, with A-dec, you
get more than quality equipment. You get support well after the sale. Some companies offer
warranties that last a few years and call it good. We offer a lifetime relationship with our
customers and call it A-dec.

World-class customer service
We’re committed to you, your practice, and your success. When you call us, you get the
answers you need. We provide solutions to your concerns. Listen to your ideas. It’s what
makes us different. And, it’s one of the reasons why A-dec is a worldwide leader in
dental solutions.
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Just

imagine
Your ideal environment

Equipment that’s built for you and how you work. Most of all, equipment that allows you to perform at your
best and elevate the level of care you deliver to your patients. To explore all that A-dec 300 can do for you,
your practice, and your patients, go to www.a-dec300.com to learn more and locate your nearest, authorized
A-dec dealer.
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Monitor mount accommodates most 15” (381 mm),
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for horizontal and vertical adjustment
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Glass bowl cuspidor with adjustable cup fill and bowl rinse timers
99
99
Dental light features two light intensity settings and two axes rotation
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with 3- or 4-position holders
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Choice of cuspidor-mounted or telescoping assistant’s instrumentation
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For all A-dec 300 chairs, a chair-base mount support center
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Additional Equipment

vides a mounting point for the A-dec 300 delivery system and
additional equipment; dedicated left or right
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Wet/dry foot control
99
99
Choice of optional standard or deluxe touchpads
99
Large or small tray holders
99
2-liter self-contained water system with quick-disconnect

Support Center

99
For all non-A-dec 300 chairs, a support center system pro-
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settings for 4 positions

water bottle

is required to mount delivery system, light, assistant’s instrumentation, monitor mount, and cuspidor; dedicated left
or right
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99
Choice of Continental or Traditional delivery systems
99
Four handpiece holder positions
99
Choice of three position or four position control block
99
Balanced flexarm with air brake
99
Control head accommodates two integrated accessories
99
Autoclavable syringe
99
Quad-voltage intraoral light source with independent adjustment
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99
Choice of double-articulating headrest or patientThin-line, 1” (25 mm) thick backrest
99
99
Range of lift height: 13.75”-29.5” (349 mm-749 mm)
99
2-postition armrests for easy patient entry/exit
99
Exposed toeboard for easy cleanability
99
Seamless upholstery
99
Integrated floor box and utilities
99
Integrated power supply
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Delivery System

adjustable neck support
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Upholstery

17” (432 mm), and 19” (483 mm) flat-panel monitors
Monitor mount rotates and tilts for multiple viewing angles
99
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Get to know our family
A-dec 300 is just the beginning. At A-dec, we offer a complete line of healthy dental
equipment solutions. If you are looking for premium features including additional
ancillary integration, check out our A-dec 500® suite of dental equipment including
chair, delivery and support systems.

A-dec 300

A-dec Headquarters
2601 Crestview Drive
Newberg, Oregon 97132 USA
Tel: 1.800.547.1883 Within USA/Canada
1.503.538.7478 Outside USA/Canada
Fax: 1.503.538.0276
www.a-dec300.com
www.a-dec.com

A-dec 500

International Distribution Centers
A-dec Australia
Tel: 1.800.225.010 Within Australia
Tel: + 61 (0)2 8332 4000 Outside
Australia
www.a-dec.com.au

A-dec United Kingdom
Tel: 0800 ADECUK (233285) Within UK
Tel: +44 (0) 24 7635 0901 Outside UK
www.a-dec.co.uk

A-dec, A-dec logo, and A-dec 500 are registered trademarks in the U.S. Patent and Trademark office.
All other products or services mentioned in this document are covered by the trademarks, service
marks, or product names as designated by the companies that market those products. Touchpad
symbols are proprietary to A-dec Inc.
The colors and products shown may vary from the actual materials and are subject to change without
notice. Please see your authorized A-dec dealer for accurate color samples and the most current
product information.
©2009 A-dec Inc. All rights reserved. 85.6152.25_UK/GAC/2M/2-09/Rev A

